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The Department of External î.ffairs announced today the
release of a report entitled, "The Colombo Plan for Co-operative
Economic Development in South and South-East ::siatt, in the capitals
of seven members of the Commonwealth - Lustralia, Ceylon, India,
Neu Zealand, Pakistan, the United Kingdom and Canada . This report
x+as prepared at the recent meeting of the Commonwealth Consultative
Committee in London in September and October 1950 . In Canada,
copies of the report may be obtained (50 cents) from the King's
Printerv Ottar,a ,

ittached are : (a) a summary of the report (b) the text
of a press release which together with the summary, is being
issued today in Washington by the Information Offices of
Commonwealth members concerned . This release briefly describes
the origins and broad purposes of the Plan .



Ptovember 28, 1950 .

This release is issued by the informatio n
offices in the United States of the Governments
of Australia, Canada, Ceylon, India, New Zealandp
Pakistan and the United Kingdom . These Governments
are members of the Commonwealth Consultative
Committee on South and South-East Asia .

THE <4COLOMBO PLAN " FOR SOUTH AND SOUTH-EAST ISIA

Far-reaching proposals for co-operative
economic development

comprehensive six-year programme for economic development in
South and South-East Asia is revealedytoday in a report published by seven
member-countries of the Commonwealth - Australia, Canada, Ceylon, India,

Nov Zealand, Pakistan and the United Kingdom . This programme is designed

to raise production and living standards and thus promote economic and so-
cial stability in the area .

Development projects are blue-printed for India, Pakistan, Ceylonp
Malaya, Singapore and British North Borneo . The plan attaches great impor-
tance to bringing in other countries of the area and to putting the whole
programme into a world context t

"The need to raise the standard of living in South and
South-East Asia is a problem of concern to every country
in the norld, not only as an end in itself, but also be-
cause the political stability of the area and its economic
progress are of vital concern to the world . "

The report shows how crucial this area is to a prospeTous world
trade . The effects of destruction and sacrifice during and since World
War II have been grievous, despite the strenuous efforts already made to-
wards recovery.

The area as a whole has 570 million people, of whom 446 million
live in Commonwealth countries . With a rapidly growing populationp the
standard of living - already lou - is in danger of falling still further
unless rapid steps are taken now to widen the horizons of economic develop-

ment .

At a further meeting in London these separate programmes wer e

The target of the six-year development programme is to increase
land under cultivaticn by 13 million acres, to produce 6 million more tons
of food grr_ins, to increas© by 13 million acres the land under irrigation ,
and to increase electric generating capacity by more than 1 million kiloratts .

The "Colombo Plan" - as it is popularly known - began in January
1950 at a meeting in Colombo, Ceylonyof Cabinet Ministers representing the
Commonwealth countries . ..t a second meeting in Sydney, australia~ in May,
the group decided that a start on the problem of relieving the poverty and
underdeveloprent of this area could be made by each country drawing up a
realistic assessment of what it could do in six years on the assumption of
co-operation both inside and outside the Commonwealth .

brought together . The meeting undertook a careful study of the problem
as a whole and of its importance to a peaceful vorld based on freedom and
adequate living standards . The ccnclusicns of the conference are pre-
sented in the report now published .
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Essential to the programme is an increased supply of skilled man-
power. The Governments therefore agreed at their Sydney meeting to pro-
vide finance up to £8 million ($22 .4 million) to set up a Council for
Technical Co-operation, with headquarters at Colombo, which would intensify
the training and exchange of skilled technicians and would co-operate with
other agencies in this field, such as the technical aid programme of the
United Nations and the point-four programme of the United States .

The report details the development already in progress and empha-
sizes that the new programmes cannot succeed without substantial new capital
investment . It estimates that the programmes outlined would cost about
£1,900 million sterling (equivalent to $5.2 billion) over six years, of which
£785 million ($2 .2 billion) v.ould be found internally, while the balance
of £1,085 million W billion) would have to come from outside ,

Out of £1,085 million of foreign exchange needed to further the
plan £246 million, or nearly one quarter, would be provided in the for m
of the releasé by the United Kingdom sterling balances owned by the countries
concerned . The Commonwealth Governments are considering how far their
countries can help financially in various other ways .

!,t the same time, says the report, the task of pro :-iding this
financial support cannot be tackled by these Cnvernments alone . If the
programme is to be carried out in full, the co-operation of 6the r
Governments, of organizations such as the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development, and of private investors in other countries will be ne-
cessary.

Of expenditure planned under the programmes, 32 perccnt would be
devoted to agriculture (including multi-purpose projects of flood control,
irrigation and hydro-electric power), 34 percent to transport and communi-
cations, 6 percent to industry and mining and 18 percent to urgently needed
improvements in educational and health facilities and other social projects .

Emphasizing the inportance of getting the full programme under
way urgently, the report concludes :

"Without external financial assistance something 7ill be done .
But it will be done at a much slower rate than wouid be possible
if external finance were provided .

" :.nd speed is necessaryt In a world racked by schism and
confnoion it is dcubtful whéther free men can long afford to
leave undeveloped and imprisoned in povc;rty the human resources
of the countries of South and South-Fast Lsia uhich co~11d help
so greatly, not only to restore tho world's prospc=ity . but also
to redress its confusion and enrich the lives of all men every-
tiahere ."



SUMMARY OF THE REPORT OF THE
COLOMBO PLAN FOR CO-OPERATIVE
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH
AND SOUTH-EAST ASI A

What is the Colombo Plan ?

The Cabinet Ministers representing Australiat
Canada, Ceylon, India, New Zealand, Pakistan and the United'
ningdom, meeting in Colombo, Ceylon, in January, 1950, laid the
groundwork for a comprehensive and co-operative attack on the
problem of poverty and economic under-development in South and
South-East Asia . _

In this densely populated area of the world, crucia l
to peace, three-quarters of the population live in countries that
are members of the Commonwealth . It was therefore appropriate
that Commonwealth Governments should take the initiative . From
a very early stage, however, it was hoped that non-Commonwealth
countries in the area would join in this co-operative planning, .
and it was recognized that if the plans were to succeed, the
active interest of non-Commonwealth countries outside the area
would be necessary .

The Commonwealth Consultative Committee on South and
South-East Asia met at Sydney in May and decided specifically
to invite non-Commonwealth countries in the area to become active
participants in the Colombo Plan . The Governments of Cambodia,
Laos and Viet-1dam, and the Government of Thailand, accordingly
sent delegations to a joint meeting with the members of the Con-
sultative Committee early in October, 1950 ; the Ambassadors in
London of Burma and Indonesia attended this meeting as observers
on behalf of their Governments .

The Commonwealth Committee met again in London in
September and October when it prepared a re:ort based on six-
year programmes for economic development drawn up by India,
Pakistan, Ceylon, Malaya and British North Borneo . This report
was published on November 28, 1950. It analyses in detail
the economic problems of the countries concerned and presents
careful estimates of what is needed in terms of trained manpower
and capital to make these plans work .

The report shows that much can be done by the countries
themselves by the extension of development programmes already
actively in hand ; but it shows also that the scale and pace of
development depénd to a very large degree on the amount of capital
that can come in from abroad . The Commonwealth countries have
alroady helped each other very considerably and are now examining
the extent to which they can provide the requirements to carr y
out the Colombo Plan . But this is a world problem . The more
the Colombo Plan can be put into a world context, the greater
will be the chances of its success, and the greater will be its
beneficial effect on world prosperity and peace .

The following pages give a digest of the report, con-
sisting of verbatim quotations though very considerably condensed
and appendices summarizing the development programmes of indi-
vidual countries .
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EXTRACTS FRO M THE REPORT

I
1. SOUTH AND SOUTH-EAST ASIA IS AN AREA WHICH IS VITAL TO WORLD

STABILITY, YET ECONOMICALLY BACKWARD

The peoples of Asia have long felt the pressure of poverty and,
hunger . While the realization of self-government could not of itself
relieve this situation, it has made possible a new approach to the problem
of raising living standards through the vigorous development of national
resources .

The region with which this Report is concerned comprises the
countries of India, Pakistan, Ceylon, the Federation of Malaya, Singapore,
North Borneo, Sarawak, Brunei, Burma, Thailand, the Associate States of
Cambodia, Laos and Viet-Nam and Indonesia . Its 570 million people make
up one-quarter of the population of the world .

Despite the abundance of human resources, the considerable
natural wealth of the area has not in the past been developed rapidly
enough to case the increasing pressure of population upon the land .
There is, therefore, great poverty among millions and an unceasing
struggle for existence .

In India at present the people's diet consists almost entirely
of cereals, and in the rationed urban areas they consume only about
12 ounces of food grains a day . In Pakistan, with its wide range of
temperature, 9 yards of cotton cloth have to suffice for one man during
the year . . . . .

The same general picture, with local variations is presented
by every country in South and South-East Asia . In .these circumstances
the urgent need of these countries is to develop their economies in
order to increase food production and consumption and raise the real
income of their peoples

. During the past five years political events have moved fas t

in South and South-East Asia . Changes have taken place on a scale hardly
precedented in world history . Independent governments have come into
being, supported by dcmocratic institutions and imbued with enthusiasm
for the future wdfare of their countries .

The horizon of thought and action in the economic as well as
the political field has been greatly extended, and governments are
grappling with the problem of promoting the economic improvement which
is indispensable to social stability, and necessary to strengthen their
free institutions .

It is of the greatest importance that the countries of South
and South-East Asia should succeed in this undertaking . The political
stability of the area, and indeed of the world, depends upon it, and
nothing could do more to strengthen the cause of freedom .

2 . CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT IS NEEDED TO PREVENT FURTHER DEPRESSION
OF LIVING STi.NDtiRDS .

The area is a major source of the food and raw materials con-
sumed throughout the industrialized world .

Before the war it provided almost all the Rorld's exports of
jute and rubber, more than three-quarters of the tea, almost two-thirds
of the tin and one-third of the oils and fats . These key products have

. . . 2 .



for generations flowed into the great trade routes of the world . Rubber,
tin and jute products earn dollars in the Western Hemisphere . Tea and
oils are shipped to Europe . -In return, the industrial products of the
West - textiles, machinery, iron and steel - flow back into the area .

The main impetus to the development of South and South-East
tisia, which helped to make possible a world-vide pattern of trade, came
from a steady flow of capital from the countries of Western Europe and
more especially from the United Kingdom .

While this flow of investment may not have been adequate to
permit as rapid social and economic progress as might have been desirable,
it nevertheless provided the basis for the development which has taken
place in the area over the past hundred years . There can be no question
that external finance must continue to be made available if the constant
pressure of population is not to depress living standards still further .

Since the end of the war both these features in the economy of
South and South-East Asia have been transformed . Dollar surpluses have
in many countries been replaced by dollar deficits ; and the flow of new
capital into the area has itaelf dwindled away as a result of the dis-
turbance caused by the war and the reluctance of private investors to
risk their savings in the face of new uncertainties . .

In these circumstances it is clear that the vitr.l interests of
the countries of South and South-East t.sia, as of the rest of the world,
require the restoration of the area to its key position in world trade .
The strengthening of their economies through the resumption of a large-
scale flow of capital is essential to any permanent increase in pro-
ductivity and living standards, and at the same time it is a condition
of the higher level of trade on vhich a stable world system could be
based .

3 . THE YiLR LEFT A TRLIN OF DISASTER IN THE AREA - FJMINE BREAK-DOWN OF
TRI.NSPORT, INFLATION AND POLITIC11 UNREST .

4.

The Second Tiorld Wzr inflicted heavy .losses on South and South-
East .,sic . In the fields of battle physical damage caused by the
fighting itself was aggravated by 'scorched earth' and 'denial'
policies ahich followed the outbreak of war .

Under the Japanese occupation many territories were despoiled
and neglected, and economic assets built up over generations were allowed
to rraste away. Railway'tracks and locomotives were removed ; rubber
plantations and tea estates reverted to the jungle ; power stations were
driven without care or maintenance .

i,ftor the war these disasters, combined with a world shortage
of shipping, radidically disorganized the production and transport of
foodstuffs and raw materials within South and South-East isia, with
calamitous results for the economies of the area .

Economic dislocation and inflation in many parts of the area were
added to the physical ravages of wûr . Political and social disturbances
occurred in large areas with varying intensity at different times .

FOOD IS THE CENTRi1, PROBLEM . LjRGE INCRFr;SES IN POPULi►TION, TOGETHER
WITH DISRUPTIONS IN SOURCES OF SUPPLY, BROUGHT DIS:.STER.

Rico is the staple food of the hundreds of millions living in the
area, and in 1938 over 5,500,000 tons were exported from Burma, Thailand
and Indo-China, while imports into India, Ceylon, Malaya and Indonesia
were 3,300,000 tons .

0 0 $30
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Immediately after the war there were 15 million acres of aban-
doned rice fields in South-East lisia and exports from the sources men-
tioned above were reduced to under 1,000,000 tons in 1946 ; these were
wholly absorbed by the importing countries of the area .

In 1950 exports are not expected to exceed 2 , 500,000 tons . So
radical an interruption in the supply of rice naturally held grave dan-
gers for the inhabitants of all rice-importing countries of the area .

To meet this situation, and to prevent recurrence of famine was
one of the first and most urgent tasks of the post-war years ,

The International Emergency Food Council was created in 1946 to
allocate scarce foodstuffs on the basis of need and to prevent ruinous
competition in world markets . It continued in operation until 1949 .
This was an act of international co-operation of major significance to
South and South-East Lsia.

The meagre rice allocations were also supplemented by large ship-•
ments of wheat from the United States, i :ustralia and Canada . In additionp
the importing countries themselves took measures to increase still further
their own output of food by speeding up irrigation projects and by provid-
ing special assistance to fe.rmers .

It must be ticknowledped, however, that over the greater part of
the area little progress has been made towards ra :sing food consumption .
The output of food in South and South-East Asia is still below its pre-
war level, while the population has increased by some 10 per cent .

Related to the problem of food is that of transport, In South-EastAsisl
it was found at the end of the Rcr that more than a third of the pre-war
track had been torn up or rendered useless . Road and water transport had
also suffered hecvily.

In view of these difficulties, it is hardly surprising that there
is still a major task of reconstruction in South and South-East isia .
The outstanding fact is the amount of work which has already been done
and the levels of production which are being achieved .

l:lthough production has in gcneral been restored, exports have
revived unevenly and exports of foodstuffs are still much louer than
pre-war.

5 . EMERGENCY IMPORTS i.ND REHI.BILITrTI011 WITHIN THE COWiCNT1EI .LTH COUNTRIES
OF THE .REi: Ht VE BEEN FIPIjNCED L.RGELY E7ITHIN THE CObn.u'fONFtE :d,TH.

Iridia, Pakistan and Ceylon drew upon their sterling balances in
the yoars 1946-49 to the extent of about b3l;0 million to finance their
deficits on current account and thus to pay for vitallp,needed imports
of grain, textiles, machinery and constructional materials .

This external finance could scarcely be regarded as adequate
ecnsidering the extent of the losses incurred during the viar and the
post-war needs of the countries . It was nevertheless equal to more than
one-fifth of their combined imports from the rest of the world during
the period .

To this extent the United Kingdom bore the immediate burden of
rehçbilitction in India, Pakistan and Ceylon, and it was in fact enabled
to do this by generous support from the United States, Canada, Lustralia
and Nev Zealand in the form of gifts and loans (including Marshall llid)
r.nd by the accumul"-ticn of sterling balances by various countries .

. . . . . .4. . .
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In the colonial territories in the area the United Kingdom
Government have also sanctioned assistance to a total of £95 million
in the form of grants in aid of administration, loans

.
and grants for

war damage and development purposes, and security expenditure . Of
this amount £47 million will have been spent by March 31, 1951 .

The direct burden of rehabilitating the Commonwealth countries
in South and South-East Asia has thus been borne to a large extent
within the Commonwealth, apart from drawings by India on the Inter-
national Monetary Fund and on loans from the International Bank .

Less progress has been made with rehabilitation in most of the
non-Commonwealth countries of South-East Asia . . . .the assistance
given by the Commonrealth to the non-Commonwealth countries, as also
the substantial aid provided by the United States and other countries,
has done no more than meet a part of their needs .

6 . EMERGENCY PLANNING MUST BE REPLACED BY REi ►LISTIC LONG-TERM PLANS FOR
ECONOMIC DEVELOPI,ENT.

A very substantial programme of development is needed to secure
any improvement . The present state of development in South and South-
East ;zia is probably as low as anywhere in the world . From such in-
formation as is available, it appears that average national income
per head in most of South and South-East 1 .sia ranged around £20,
whereas in the United Kingdom it is over ton times as large, and in
the United States it approaches £400 .

By far the largest element of nationtl income in South and South-
East Asia is derived from agriculture, which in all the countries
provided the livelihood for more than half, and in some for as much
as 80 per cent, of the population . The heart of the problem is the
under-employment which results from the pressure of population on
the land .

In India there are 73 million agricultural workers of all kinds,
while in the United States only 8 million are actively occupied on
the land . In spite of the much more intense application of manpower,
agricultural yields per acre are far below those in the United States ;
for instance, the yield of wheat is less than 600 lb . compared with
over 1,000 lb., and the yield of cotton is only 66 lb . compared with
313 lb.

This disparity cannot be explained simply by natural differences
of soil fertility; it is the application of capital vchich enables the
farm worker in the United States to produce so much more than th e
;-.easant of South and South-East Asia .

For exanple, in the United States there are over 2,400,000
tractcrs, whereas in India there are only 10,000 . A"nin, the United
States uses, on an area only one-sixth greater, cwer 13 million tons
of fertilizer a year against some 200,000 tons used by India .

. . . 5.
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Table 1 . Levels of Economic Development in 1949 :
Comparative Indicator s

I -1,

Unit per
thous=popuâ~. India Pakistan Ce lon Malan U .K. U.S .k .(a)

Electricity
production . . . . . . th . kwh. 13 1. 9
Coal consumption, tons 80 18
Petroleum con-
sumption, . . . . . . . tons 7.8 11
Steel consumption tons 3 .8 1.3
Cement consump-

9
6
6 117 1,033 2,296

28 85 3,884 3,473

23 99 327 1,638
6 16 194 364

tion . . , . . . . . . . . tons 7.2 3.6 19
Locomotives
(per million
population) . . . . . Nos. 22 16 32

Railway wagons
carrying capac, tons 1C ft 8.8 4. 5

Rail freight . . . thous . ton
65miles

Load-carrying

25 148 229

31 410 309

13 276 556

32 446 4,568

road vehicles . . . Nos . .2 .1 1.1,1 3 .'
A11-vreather roads miles .3 .1 .9 1
Telephones . . . . . . . Nos . .4 .2 2.2 7.7

16 43
3.7 2.2
98 261

(a) In most cases, figures refer to 1948
ix Excluding service supplies and bunkers
~ft Excludes 16,516 wagons for which no carrying capacity is

recorded .

7 . THE POSSIBILITIES FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT i .RE VERY C:REAT .

The scope and the need for development are great, but so also are
the potentialities of the regionls"underdeveloped natural resources . In
India it is estir.!ated that improvements in agricultural practices and
technique alone could by 1956-57 secure increases of 3,000,000 tons in
food-grains, 195,000 tons in cotton, 375, 000 tons in jute and 1,500,000 tons
in oil-seeds .

In Ceylon it would be possible in the long run to bring another
million acres under the plough, thus doubling the cultivated area .

In Pakistan two irrigation projects at present in hand will make
an additional 4,800 p000 acres available for cultivation, and a further
2,300,000 acres at present lying ueterlogged in West Pakistan could be
recovered by the construction of the tube-wells to lover the water-table
in the area .

The hydro-electric power resources of the area have hardly yet
been tapped . Pakistan's potential, for instance, is estimated at over
5,000,000 kilowatts ; the actual installed hydro-electric capacity is now
9,600 kilowatts ; and in the next six years it is to be increased by
200,000 kilowatts .

Vhat is true of hydro-electric power is true also of the mineral
resources of the arèa ; in many of the countries the extent of these
resources has not yet even boon ascertained .

The most effective and efficient pattern of development is
different for each country . There is no standard formula which can be
universally applied .

. . . 6.



The problems of the whole area have been in the fore-
front of discussions in the United Nations and its Specialized
lgencies, and valuable expert investigations have been made,
particularly by the Economic and Social Council and the Economic
Commission for asia and the Far East .

Now, for the first time, it is possible, as is shown
by such detailed programmes as have been submitted, to proceed
with the comprehensive attack on the problem which the situa-
tion demands .

8 . EMPHASIS IS NECESSnRILY ON PUBLIC INVESTMENT, BUT ONLY
IN THIS PHASE

All the countries need to undertake basic economic
development on a large scale - irrigation, power, communica-
tions, railways, roads, ports and harbour installations . Most
of this work is normally the responsibility of governments,
and the programmes presented are those of public authorities
and are to be financed almost entirely by public authorities,
directly or indirectly . This development is not of a character
likely to appeal to the private investor . Moreover, the scale
of investment required is far beyond the scope of the domestic
capital market in an under-developed country .

The fact that the work of basic development is fo r
the most part undertaken by public authoritios in no way lessens
the importance which is attached to private investment . In
gcneral, public investment in these countries is confined to
basic services and to industries of strategic importance . In
the general field of industry and commerce, however, the domi-
nant role in all the countries is played by private enterprise .

As the development programmes proceed and the national
incomes and savings of the countries grow, the scope for private
investment will increase . Throughout those countries public
development paves the way for private investment .

9 1 SIX-YEtiR DEVELOPME7iT PROGRAZ4ES HAVE NOW BEEN PREPARED
BY INDIA, PAKISTAN, CEYLON, THE FEDERATION OF MaLAYA,
SING,APORE, NORTH BORNEO AND SARe 11,1jiK, ALL B1iSED ON REALISTIC
ASSESSMENTS OF THE POSSIBILITIES . 9

In framing these programmes, the governments have
been guided by their experience of development work so far .
They have included only as much as they could be reasonably
confident of completing within the period, given a supply
of capital and trained men from overseas on the scale indi-
catcd. Previous plans have been ruthlessly curtailed in order
to arrive at programmes which are both feasible and balanced
within themselves .

Post-war experience in most countries, not only in
South and South-East t`►sia, has shown the danger of starting on
an over-ambitious investrnent programmo, and consequently of
failing to carry it out .

t Dotails of each program are givon in the Report, and
briefly summarized hero in the Appendices .

. . . . .7 . . . . . .



A total of ninety-four identifiable projects of £1,000,000 or more,
costing in all £569 million, are included in the pregraLUnes, and sig-
nificant expenditure will have taken place on seventy-one of these by
June, 1951. These development programmes are not a leap in the dark ; in
a great part they invclve a speeding up and brocsdening of work which is
already in progress .

-1 The distribution and the cost of the programmes is described in the
following table :

Table 2 . Analysis of Development Programmes (In £ million )

Malaya &
India Pakistan Ceglon Br, Borneo TOTbL

l,griculture . . . . . . . . l+56 88 38 13 595
Transport and cora-
r.iunications . . . . . . . 527 57 22 21 627
Fuel and power . . . . . 43 51 8 20 122
Industry a~d
r~ining (a1 . . . . . . . . 135 53 6 -- 194
Social capital . . . .. 218 31 28 53 330

Total .,,, . . .,, . 1,379 280 102 107 1p868

(a) excluding coal

In all the countries (except Singapore, where the problems are
entirely different), the programmes concentrate upon agriculture, trans-
port and cor~..r,unicaticns, and electric power . These are the basic develop-
ment requirements, related to-the overriding need to increase production
of food and agricultural raw materials . They account for over 70 per cent
of the total of the programmes .

Industry accounts for about 10 per cent of the expenditure en-
visaged in the progranMes . The rest of the programmes is devoted to the
provision of social capital - housing, health and education .

When the programmes are completed, results like the following can
be anticipated :-

More land under cultivation :-

13 million acres (increase of 3J per cent)

More foodgrains produced :-

6 million tons (increase of 10 per cent)

More land under irrigation :-

13 million acres (increase of 17 per cent)

More electric generatinP capacity :-

1 .1 million kiloti:atts (increase of 67 per cent )

10. TRi,INED MfI .,RE NEEDED IN LARGE NURSBERS TO PPING "ADERN TEC :i :,OLOGY TO THE iim. .

The ability of these countries to raise the living standards of
their peoples depends on the success they have in raising the productivity
of the individual worker .



I

The increased use of capital equipment, whether
in the form of irrigation works, power stations or farm tractors,
will only be possible and can only bring its full benefit s
if the knowledge and skills of the peoples in the countries
enable them to use this equipment effectively .

Thus an essential part of the economic development
of South and South-East Asia is the provision of trained men,
whether experts or craftsmen, to carry out the projects al-
ready in hand, to initiate other schemes in the programmes,
and to raise the level of technical skill among agricultural
and indus trial workers .

It is for this reason that, in addition to directly
productive projects, provision has been made in the programmes
for training institutes, technical schools, research labora-
tories, field stations, experimental farms and other agencies
through which knowledge can be increased and disseminated .

The keenest demand is for civil, electrical, mecha-
nical and hydraulic engineers, experienced in the construction
of large dams, the erection of hydro-electric stations, and
the laying out and operation of irrigation and drainage works .
Experts in soil science and management, agronomists and eco-
logists are equally necessary .

Then there are those who have to direct the clear-
ance of jungle and the planning of settlements in now lands .
Others have to organize the instruction of settlers in im-
proved methods of cultivation, the planting of new-crops ,
the use and maintenance of modern equipment, and the introduc-
tion of power-driven equipment to cottage industry . To bring
the multi-purpose projects to speedy fruition, this wide range
of experts must be on hand at the right time and in sufficient
numbers .

11 . THREE MAIN WAYS OF OBTitINING TECHNICAL SKILL .

(i) Ex andinq _ training facilities in the area : Much
outside assistance will be needed, especially in the days im-
mediately ahead, in providing teachers and instructors in the
South and South-East tisian countries . The instructors thus
trained would then pass on the knowledge they have Rcquire d
to others in afsnow-ballingt process closely parallel to
systems of training and upgrading unskilled labour during
the war. Thus the largest single lack in Asian manpower
resources would be supplied .

The expansion of training facilities in the countries
themselves is thus a vital element in their plans for econo-
mic development . The programmes of the individual countries
reveal how much governments are doing to help themselve s
by expanding existing establishments and setting up now
institutions :

. . . . . . .9 . . . . . .
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Table 3 . Higher Educational and Technological Training Centres

Number of institutions Output of trained men
and training centresk

194 9

India . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,777
Pakistan . . . . . . . . . . 216
Ceylon . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
Balaya & British Borneo 10

1957 1949 1957

3,330 125,790 167,720
293 22,000 25,300
28 1,454 3,050
18 260 500

Includes only universities, technical training
colleges and trade schools .

The present output of trained men is insufficient to
me et growing needs, and if adequate expansion is to take place
in these countries, substantial assistance will be needed from
overseas to provide fully competent staff and the necessary
equipment .

(ii) Training Overseas : The need to maintain and
where possible to expand the facilities in countries overseas
for giving the highest type of training to students is well
understood by the members of the Commonwealth .

India, Pakistan, Ceylon and Malaya send as many stu-
dents abroad as they can afford, while the other members of
the Commonwealth have made provision for receiving overseas
studc3nts into their universities and technical colleges .

In the British Isles, for example, the universities
and university colleges at the beginning of the academic year
1948-49 had a total student population, mainly full-time, of
about 100,000, of whom nearly 8,000 came £Yror.m overseas ; there
were 860 from India, 110 from Pakistan, 170 from Ceylon and
113 from Malaya. These figures take no account of the large
number of students from these countries studying in other tech-
nical and training colleges .

Under India's scholarship schemo for students from
other Commonwealth and foreign countries, scholarships were
awarded to sixty-five students during 1949-50, of whom fifty
have already joined and started their viork .

Eiustralia, Now Zealand and Canada also provide faci-
lities in their institutions of higher learning for Asian stu-
dents . But although a groat deal is already being done, Com-
monwaalth countries, both within and outside the area, are re-
viewing the provision they mako for receiving and assisting
students from the area, with the intention of seeing what more
they can do to help .

(iii) Ovcrseas Recruitment : Training, whethor
in the country itself or overseas, cannot moot the most urgent
needs which must be satisfied if the programmes for economic
devulopment are to go forward . These must be met by recruit-
ment fro ;_► overseas of a sufficient number of scientific, tech-
nical and educational specialists . It might not, howover, be
unreasonable to estimat(~ that at any one time during the period
of the oxecution of the programmes, those countries togethe r

0000001000000
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will be calling for the assistance of between 500 and 760 highly quali-
fied experts from abroad . (Tables in the Report give details of
agricultural, engineering, medical and other specialists required in
large numbers from overseas . )

12 . THE COMMONFJEr':LTH H/iS SET UP !i SPECIiL SCHEME FOR TECHNICtS, CO-OPER :TION .

Since the assistance available or at present planned through
national and international sources cannot meet all the kmoim needs, the
Commonwealth Consultative Committee at its meeting at Sydney in May, 1950,
decided to set up a technical assistance scheme to which Commonwealth
governments have agreed to contribute an amount up to a maximum of
£8,000 ,000 over three years . The scheme is based on the maximum mutual
help among the countries in the area and the other participating countries ,

The Council will not compete with existing organizations . On
the contrary, it is intended that there shall be the fullest co-operation
with the United Nations and other agencies providing technical assistance
in the area . This is all the more important in view of the expansion of
the technical aid programme of the United Nations and its Specialized
4.gencies and of United States activities in this field through the 'Point
Four' programme ,

The organization initiated by Commonwealth governments may use-
fully act as a chcnnel for making information available to governments
about sources from which trained men and training facilities may be
sought and, where necessary as a clearing house for requests for technical
assistance .

The Council for Technical Co-operation is to be ccmposed of
representatives from each of the participating governments, assisted by
a bureau with headquarters in Colombo . The constitution of the Council
is a flexible one, calculated to promote to the maximum practicable
extent the provision of trained men and training facilities to meet the
varying needs for technical assistance .

It is hoped that all countries in the area will come into the
scheme on equal terms with the Commonwealth countries to avail the-mselves
of the facilities offered and to make their contribution in the spirit
of co-operation in which it is devised .

13 . THE 1dE,. ITSELF C:.tRlOT PROVIDE THE WHOLE OF THE C ::PITt,L
NEEDED FOR THE DEVELOPAHrNT PROGRl .15,1E.S .

The shortage of capital is the main limitation on the execution
of the development programmes described in this Report .

This arises simply from the poverty of the area . Its produc-
tivity and national income per head are so low that the tax structure is
inevitably narrow and the taxable capacity inadequate ; the flow of
savings is insufficient,for the great mass of the people have no margin
above subsistcnce level .

The present situation is in the nature of a vicious circle .
Economic developnent cannot proceed because the rate of saving is in-
acioquate ; saving does not take place because there is insufficient
development .

The problem in South and Scuth-Eûst .sia is to find means of
renedying this shortage of capital . Development will by its own momentum
ultimately bring about a solution, foras productive power and nationa l

. . . 11 .
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,I

income rise, so the proportion of the national income which can be saved
will Zrow ; the amount of savings available therefore rises cumulatively
until at a high stage of development the country can finance a high level
of development expenditure .

The traditional means by which the vicious circle of lack of
savings and lack of development has been broken is by injections of
foreign investment . 6'ithout the use of external resources, the government
must either restrict its development programme or divert internal re-
sources to development work by cutting down the standard of living .

For governments in South and South-East i,sia none of these courses
is practicable . Curtailment of the development programmes, while popu-
lations are increasing, would conder.•.n the people of the area to continuing
poverty ; direct reduction of living standards could net be achieved without
authoritarian government ; the political, social and econemic consequences
of inflation are unpredictable, but the social fabric could hardly be
expected to withstand the strain which it would impose .

14 . FOR THE SIX-Y&,R PROGiL.iZdES, £1,085 MILLICN (cr,t:ivrlent to $3 billion)
IS NEEDED FROM l,BR01.D ,

The economies of ccuntries in the area are already receiving
external finance, prir^arily through sterling balance release . The ac-
celeration of development work will require additional external finance .

The need for external finance cannot be measured by the cost of
imports of capital goods for the projects in the development proPrûr.imes .
They need not only capital goods, but also consumer goods for the workers
enCahed on the projects .

ZI-n the case of Indir, for example7external finance is needed
not only for the materials and equipment imported in connection with
the development projects, but also for other imports, to enable the
Gcvernment to counteract inflationary pressure and to raise a part of the
funds needed for internal expenditure

Pakistan's position is different . Piearly the whole of the
materials and capitc-1 goods which are needed to carry out the development
programme have to be imported, and ccnsequently a large part of the ex-
penditure on the programme requires external finance . Ceylen's require-
ments are als7ovirtually limited to the actual eapitr..l, goods inported .

The primary function of the foreign investment is t_7ocnable the
country to have a larger balance of payments deficit than would otherwise
be possible . At the same time foreign investment can incidentally help
to prcvide the internal finance which the governnent needs to pay the
vorkers and the centractors for the development progrr.mne . The precise
technique by which the flov of capital f rom abroad is transmitted into
finance for the government will vary from time to time and from country
to country. But in one way or another, the foreign investment can serv e

,
!~ . . . . 12 .
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a double purpose, providing both external finance to meet the balance of
payments deficit and internal finance for the government .~

The total requirements of external finance in the six-year period
are set out in the table below . These calculations should be regarded as
representing the broad dimensions of the requirements rather than as a
forecast :

Table 4 Summa of external finance re u ired . 1951-57
The figures here are re-arranged from table 27 of
the Uhite Paper .)

Malaya & In £ Million

India Pakistan Ceylon Br . Borneo TOTAL

Total develo pment propramMes

Cost of capital goods im-
ported for the programmes . . 237 115 39 20 411
Other expenditures o n
programmes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1142 165 63 87 1,457

Total cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,379 280 102 107 1p868

FinancinR of develorment

pro gramme s

Internal finance available
on supposition that sterling
balances are released and
that other capital is forth-
coming from abroe.d to meet
the balance of payment s
deficit as shovm belou . . . . 772 151 61 46 1,030

External finance (exclud-
ing release of sterling
br.lences) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 607 129 41 61 838

Total cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,379 280 102 107 1,868

Balance of payments deficits arising
if development programme s
are carried throuph . . . . . . . 818 145 60 61 10084

Iiet by : . sterling balances
rcleased . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 211 16 19 246

External finance from othe r
sources . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 607 129 Lfl 61 838

For this reason the estimates given in the ViThite Paper of "internal
finance available" arc not fixed sums but are derived "on the assump-
tion that external finance is forthcoming" . The release of sterling

balr.ncos, for example, ullows an increase of internal investment
without an inflationary danger . Other capit:l from abroad not only
provides capital and consumer goods for the programmes, but, as it
takes effect, leads to an increase in production which provides a
greater possibility of internal taxation and saving .

The release of the sterling balances has thus to be considered under

tuo aspects . On the one hand, sterling balances are owned by the .meabers
of the countries concerned and when they are released they therefore in-
crease the amount of "internal finance available" . At the same time, they
represent foreign exchange resources which help the countries concerne d
to moot the larger balance of payments deficit arising out of the
increased developraent programmes .
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15 . "STERLING Bi.L:NCES~ l HELD BY INDIA ., Pl,KIST;.N I ;ND CEYLON TJILL CONTINUE
TO BE DRZ7N UPON TO PROVIDE RESOURCES .

The possible channels of external finances are five, the first
being the use of the countries' own external assets (e .g . sterling
balances) . In the last five years, this has been the main source of
external finance for Commonwealth countries in the area .

In addition to the use of sterling balances of £270 million by
India and Pakistan for the purchase of pension annuities, the transfer
of military assets and capital repatriation, the sterling balances of
India, Pakistan and Ceylon have been drawn down by £340 million for
current account purposes from 1946 to 1949 .

By agreement with the United Kingdom these countries restricted
their drawings below what would have been desirable for their economies,
in order to limit the burden on the United Kingdom economy .

The sterling balances of India, Pakistan and Ceylon will continue
to be drawn down gradually during the six years, and by the end of the
period it is expected that they will have been reduced to the level of
reserves which these countries would wish to hold for the protection of
their external financial position and fcr the backing of their currencies .

To the extent of this reduction, they will themselves be providing
external finance from their own resources . On the other hand, the economic
burden of supplying the corresponding imports will directly or indirectly
fall upon the United Kingdom .

It is not certain, of course, the :t the whole burden would im-
mediately fall upon the United Kingdom . Other sterling area countrieg,
such as .ustralia and New Zealand, may be in surplus on current account
and accumulate sterling . In that event they would be easing the im-
mediate burden on the United Kingdom to whom they would in effect be
making short-tern lcr.ns . Similarly, other countries outside the sterling
area might accumulate sterling as a result of oxpenditure by the coun-
tries of South and South-EGst l;sia .

Thus the net effect of the six-year operation will be that a part
of the sterling balances of India, Pakist"-n and Ceylon will have been
repaid, at immediate economic cost to the United Kingdom, while another
part may have become the sterling balances of other countries who would
then have to bear the immediate economic burden . In either case, and
wherever the immediate economic burden may ultimately fall, the effec t
of the programme should be to eliminate the problem created by the ac-
cumulated sterling balances of Commonwealth countries .

16 . PRIVLTE INVESTORS ~.BRO11D C :.N PLAY t: USEFUL ROLE, EITHER BY LENDING
TO PRIV.,TE ENTERPRISE OR TO GOVEIMUNTS .

The contribution which can cerne through the second channel of ex-
ternal finance - private investors overseas to private enterprise in the
area - will largely depend upon the contributions made in other vlays .

There is a groving field for private investment in Scuth and
South-East Asia, for which the public development programmes are pro-
vidin,? a sound economic framework, but the inmediate problem is to finance
public develoPment ef basic services . Private investment can carry
fcrsiard the vork begun br., public development .

The third channel - private investors overseas to governments in
the area - can produce constructive results . Borrowing by governments
from private investcrs zbrcad has been the principal source of develop-
ment in the past, and there is scope for an expansion of government
borrowing in private capital markets .

. . . 14.
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17 . THE ROLE OF THE INTERNATIONAL &iNK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
IS OF GREtiT ITllPORTr.NCE .

The fourth channel - the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Developinent - is of great importance .

The Bank has already made loans .to India totalling 062 .5 million
for development projects, and loans to Thailand of the order of $15nillion to
$20 million are beinp, negotiated . All countries in the area, excep t
Burma, are (or have applied to become) members of the Bank, and it is
greatly hoped that it will be possible to enlist its full support and co-
operation .

Much will depend upon the presentation of carefully prepared
plans of general development from which elements may be selected as
offering particularly-suitable openings for substantial assistance from
the Bank .

18 . THE CHIEF SOURCE MUST BE GOVERNr :TNT-TO-GOVERN?JIENT FINANCE .

It is very unlikely, in .view of the magnitudes involved, that
the external finance available through the previous four channels will
be enough to enable the development programmes to be carried out . It
seems certain, therefore, that a substantial element of government-to-
government finance will be required, particularly in the early stages
of the development programmes .

It is not, however, the present intention of the United Kingdom
Government, in view of their special responsibility for these terri-
tories, to seek finance from other governments in respect of the
Federation of Malaya, Singapore, North Borneo and Sarawak, apart from
the assistance which is available under present arrangements .

The Commonwealth governments are considéring to what extent
the external finance requirements can be provided•by their countries
through the five channels . But the task of providing this financial
support for the development of South and South-East Asia is manifestly
not one which can be tackled by the Commonwealth alone . The need to
raise the standard of living in South and South-East Asia is a problem
of concern to every country in the world, not only as an end in itself,
but also because the political stability of the area and its economic
pro~ress are of vital concern to the world .

The way in which financial support could most effectively be
given if other countries proved able to help, is a matter which cannot
be determined at this stage . It would be clearly desirable, however,
for the flow of capital to be organized and managed in a manner which
made the greatest possible contribution to the objective of creating a
pattern of world trade capable of sustaining a multilateral system of
international payments .

For this reason, and especially in view of the fact that South
and South-East Asia is an essential element in the trade of a multi-
lateral system, it is desirable that whatever'means may be adopted for
providing a flow of capital should not involve the tying of purchases to
particular sources of supply, but should permit the available funds to be
used in the most advantageous manner .

It is likewise desirable that the flow of capital should not be
arranged in a manner which involved such burdens of future repayment as
would frustrate the purpose of stimulating an expansion of trade .

As the national income and productive power of these countries
grow, they will be better able to finance their own development . As the

. . . 15 .
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development of basic services proceeds, the emphasis in new development will
tend to pass from the public to the private sector . If in this period
it is possible to build up an international flow of private capital, at the
end of six years the need for special measures will come to an end .

19 . THESE PLANS CAN BE GIVEN A BROADER COiJTEXT THAN THE CO L R'Xlii`iJEtiLTH .
THE REWARDS IN TERMS OF HUY1.0 PROSPERITY AND FREEDOfJi i?ILL BE ItMENSE .

This Report describes in detail the economic problems and pro-
grammes only of the Commonwealth countries within the area . Much that it
contains, however, would apply with substantial accuracy to those other
countries of South and South-East Asia which are not members of the
Commonwealth. They all are afflicted by deep and widespread poverty . They
all suffer from an acute shortage of capital .

It has not yet proved possible for these countries to discuss
their economic programmes alongside those of Commonwealth countries, but
it is hoped that this may be done at a later stage . 'fhen their data and
programmes become available, it will almost certainly prove that they
require external finance for comparable purposes and on a comparable scale .

At such time as these additional countries in the area become
fully associated with the ^.ork of the Consultative Committee and are in
a position to make their programmes available, it will be necessary to
mwkê some adjustment in the name and structure of the Committee in order
to permit it to operate effectively on a wider basis .

If the other countries find themselves able to help in the work
of economic development in South and South-East Asia, further and probably
more radical alterations in the organization will be required . It may
be the wish both of countries providing external finance and of those
receiving it that it should be made available on a bilateral basis . It
may be, however, that there would also be need for an organization of
participating governments which could review progress, rlhich could draw up
periodic repcrts, and uhich could serve as a forum for the discussion of
development problems in South and South-East hsic .

The form of such an organization cannot be determined until it is
clear what the sources of external finance will be . But it would seem
preferable if the organization could include both countries supplying
capital and countries receiving it who would all meet to consider the
problem of development as a matter of common interest .

Commonwealth countries in the area have shocn their determination
to do their full share in furthering the economic development of their own
countries . It is realized that this burden must be borne chiefly by the
countries themsclves .

Without external financial assistance something will be done .
But it will be done at r much slower rate than would be possible if external
finance were provided .

And speed is necossary . In a world racked by schism and confusion
it is doubtful whether free men can long afford to leave undeveloped and
imprisoned in poverty the human resources of the countli ..s of South and
South-East Asia v:hich could help so greatiy, ,not only to restore th e
world's prospcrity, but also to redress its confusion and enrich the lives
of all men everywhere .



APPENDICES
Summaries of Development Programme s

THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM1lE OF INDI A

Population : 350,000,000

Occupational distribution : 70% of the working population of India are
engaged on the land, 10 % in large-scale industry (including iron and steel,
cotton textiles, sugar, cement and matches), 10% in medium and small scale
industry, and the remainang 10% in services and the distributive trades .

Post-war Problems : The war led to serious shortages of consumer good s

and a six-fold. increase in the supply of money . This resulted in serious

inflation. The wholesale price index stood at 400 in 1950 (1939-- 100)
and the cost of living index reached 320 .

The partition of the sub-continent into the two sovereign states
of India and Pakistan gave rise to other problems . Whereas previously
cotton, jute and food grains were an internal product of British India,
the new India had to import them, in part, in ordér to meet her full re-

quirements . There was further heavy expenditure on the rehabilitation of

refugees .

Basis and Objectives of the Programme,;

The scheme of development proposed for India is designed to im-
prove the standard of living, to provide a minimum of social services and
to supply sufficient capital and consumer goods to restrain inflation .
To achieve these objectives it is proposed :-

(a) To undertake certain basic public develop-
ment, such as irrigation and rural electrification,
in order to increase agricultural production .

(b) To increase the supply of fertilizers,
agricultural implements and building matetials ;
at a reasonable cost, in order to raise the
yield of land under cultivation .

(c) To develop and improve trnnspLr± °-cilities .

(d) To promote the full use of existing
industrial equipment and capacity, and t o
extend the production of iron and steel,

(e) To encourage industry in the villages
in order to provide work for the under-
employed and unernl.oye ; rur-! population .

Doscriptlon of Programme

In framing the programme a list of projects in progress

or ready for execution, with a total cost of £2,414 million was

investigated . From this r, careful selection was made of the mos t

. . . . . .A2 .
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urgent projects, estimated to cost £1,379 million . An analysis
of the programme is,given in the following table :

Agriculture
Transport & communications :
Railways 4,800)
Roads 1,099)
Ports & harbours 110)
Others 1.,018)

Fuel and power
Industry & mining (b)
Social capital -
Education 1,144)

Rs. £ Fercentage Number of schemes

million million of total In hand New (a)

6,080 - 456 33 . 104 27

7,027 527 38

576 43 3
19800 135 10

Housing 183) 2,913
Health 515)
Others 1,071)

27 35

27 2
21 23

218 16 105 50

18,396 1,379 100 284 137

(a) Costing more than Rs . 2-5 million (£190,000 )
(b) Excluding coal .

Salient Facts about the Pro aramme

A?riculture s In agriculture there are three multipurpose projects
which are accorded a very high priority and on which work is already
in progress ; the Damodar Valley, the Hirakud, and the Bhakra Nangal .
These three projects will reduce flooding and are expected to bring
about six million acres of new land under irrigation by 1956-57
and to increase electrical generating capacity by 708,000 kilowatts .
With the further assistance of the Government's Integrated Crop
Production Plan it is expected that by the end of 1956-57 food
grain production will be increased by 3,000,000 tons, cotton by
195,000 tons, jute by 375,000 tons, and oil seeds by 1,500,000 tons .

Transport : The sum of £360 million is to be spent on railways,
providing for the construction and restoration of tracks, bridges,
structural works and rolling stock. These projects, coupled with
the extension and improvement of roads, are designed to open up
the hinterland, to enlarge the size of the domestic market and to
facilitate the flow of goods to the ports .

Production : It is hoped that the carrying through of the programme
will provide a basic standard of living which would include, amongst
other things, an annual cloth consumption of 15 yards per person,
and in the rationed urban areas, cereal consumption of 16 ounces a
day . This represents a modest, but important improvement over
present consunption levels, which on a per head basis are only
about 10 yards of cloth per year and, in the rationed arees, 12 ounces
of cereals a day . 10 yards of material provides less than two
garments a year, without taking into account other uses of cloth .

. . . A3 .
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The average daily supply of food, consisting mostly of cereals,
at present provides only about 1,600 calories, which is nothing

like enough for adequate nutrition .

Tradr: : The programme should reduce the country ' s foreign exchange

expenditure on food supplies, which is an important cause of the
current balance of payments deficit . It should also result in

substantial i ncreases in exports of raw materials, such as oil
seeds and short-staple cotton (ex rts of which have falle n

to one-third of the pre-war leve~ and of manufactures like
jute products, cotton textiles and other consu mer goods . At the

end of the six-year period it is expected that equilibrium will
be achieved at a higher level of international trade .

**9 A4 .
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THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME OF Pt.KISTt~N

Population : 82,000,000

Occupational distribution : Pakistan is predominantly agricultural
and 80% of its population is dependent upon the land . .

Post-war Problems : The war laid a serious burden on the country .
Equipment was over-vorked and depleted and food production was
seriously dislocated . Chittagong Port was subject to intense
strain during the war and greatly in need of repair . The indirect
effects of the war were also serious . The strict control of food
prices kept down agricultural incomes, but on the other hand there
was a general increase in the price of mcnufactured goods and the
consequent diminution in the value of savings was especially
damaging to the agricultural communities which form so large a
part of the country .

Pakistan, like India, felt certain direct economic consequences
of partition . She found herself with over 80% of the world pro-
duction of jute but with no jute manufacturing capacity . She was
producing annually 200,000 tons of cotton, mainly of fine quality,
but with a negligible textile industry . There were no tanneries,
no woollen mills, and very little other industry . So far the
Government has been largely preoccupied with problems of an
emergency character, including the heavy task of rehabilitating
nearly seven million refugees . Nevertheless strenuous efforts
have been and are being made both at the government level and by
private enterprise to improve the country's industrial resources .

Basis and Objectives of the Progrcmm e

In order to avoid dissipation of the limited resources of the
country on less important projects and to concentrate on urgent
objectives, the new six-year plan of development concentrates on
projects of the highest priority, and by no means exhausts the
possibility of initiating new projects during the period . It is
inspired not only by the desire to improve the standard of living
but also by the conviction that the country is endowed with an
industrious and virile neople inhabiting a land whose natural
resources cr11 for a vigorous programme of development . The pro-
gram.me is essentially one of basic devel ^ ment inter_ded to prepare
the country for future advancement . It is bnGcd on the assumption
that Pakistan must continue to be essentially an v.-:'cultural

country, but that agriculture must be carried on in the most ef-
ficient way.

. . . A5 .
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An analysis of the programme is given in the following table :

Rs. £ Per-
million million centage

Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 820 88 32
Transport and communications :

Railways . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 )
Roads . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100) 530 57 20
Ports . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140)
Telecommunications . . . . 90)

Fuel and power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 470 51 18 .
Industry & mining~. . ., . . . . .~, 490 53 19
Social capital :

Housing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40)
Health & Medical . . . . . . 40)
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100) 290 31 11
Technical training )
& polytechnics . . . . . . . 90)

Water supply . . . . . . . . . 20)

2 , 600 280 100

" excluding coal

Salient Facts about the Programm e

Ar!riculture : It will be seen that agriculture constitutes the largest
section of the programme . New irrigation works and anti-waterlogging
measures are of central importance and it is expected that six million
acres will benefit from these Measures .

The distribution and use of improved varieties of-seeds and
fertilizers and the partial mechanization of agriculture are also eY-
pccted to be responsible for an appreciable proportion of the increase
in production to be achieved by 1957. t-mong the increases planned may
be noted an increase in the production of oil seeds by 220%, sugar cane
by 70%, vegetables by 68°, fruits by 90%, cotton by 27% and jute by 10% .
The expected increase in the output of rice of more than 500,000 tons
will be sufficient to neet the needs of eestern Pakistan .

Po per : The developmcnt of hydro-electric power is essential . The porer
potential in P4kistsn is between five and six million kilowatts . Present
installed copccity is only 9,600 kilowatts . Thermal stations provide
z:.nother 59,500, but even so the rate of consumption of electricity per
head is one of the lowest in the t^orld . The programme would lead to the
production of an additicnal 200,000 kilowatts of hydro-clectric power
and 56,000 kilowatts of thermal power and this power will be needed for
tho extensive now pumping and irrigation projects for the jute and cotton
factories and for the machinery to be used in modernizing the mines .
Steps are also being taken to increase the output of coal .

.
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Transport : The restoration of the railway system is
an urgent need but in the interest of priority effort
will be concentrated on the repair and replacement of
existing equipment rather than the extension of the
railway system . The capacity of the port of Chittagong,
which was only 600,000 tons in 1947, has already in-
creased to 1,800,000 tons and the programme provides
for a further increase to 4,000,000 tons .

Industry : Six jute mills will be established with a
capacity of 130,000 tons of jute goods a year . Even at
the very low figure of 9 yards of cotton textiles per
head each year the country needs 700,000,000 yards . at
present it produces only 100,000,000, though this figure
is expected in the near future to rise to 450,000,000 .
The developmant programme provides for 24 additional
mills and it is expected that at the end of a six-year
period the level of domestic production, supplemented
by the import of only 150,000,000 yards, will .*be enough
to provide an average consumption of 17 yards per head .

There are also certain miscellaneous
industries, such as sugar, ceramics, glass, chemicals
and fertilizers, for which provision is being made,
and the plan also covers the cost of a genoral geogra-
phical survey to discover the countryts mineral wealth .

- Social Investment : An improvement in the country's
social services is an urgent necessity . The new
housing programme includes the provision of pre-
fabricated houses for refugees and the development
of now residential areas .

Health expenditure will provide 600
new rural and 600 mobile dispensarios, and 120 now

hospit`als .

Technical training facilities must be further

developed : The Pakistan•Government, the United Nation s
Food and Agricultur•e Organization, the Economic Commission
for Asia and the Fai East and the International Bank huva'
already collaborated to establish in Pakistan, for the
ben©fit of all Asian countries, a centre for training in
the formulation and appraisal of development projects .
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THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMbIE OF CEYLO N

population : 7,300,00 0

Economic Position : The economic position of the Island is dominated
by the fact that two-thirds of the cultivated land is taken up with
the production of three main crops - tea, rubber and coconut . This
specialization is at the expense of food production : over hd lf
Ceylon's annual expenditure on imports goes on food . Tea, rubber
and coconut account for 90 per cent by value of the total exports
of the Island, which is therefore dangerously dependent on the
fluctuations of world prices over a very limited range of commodities .
In the past these fluctuations have been great, and this has had
grave consequences for Ceylon .

Ba s is and Objectives of the Programme, .

The main objective of the Governmentfs programme- is to
bring about increased economic stability by reducing Ceylon's pre-
carious dependence upon factors outside its control . To achieve this
aim, it is proposed to diversify the economy by some increase in food
production and by the creation of other forms of employment .

The programme is analysed in the following table :

RS .Mil . b Mil. Percentag e

tigriculture 503 38 37
Transport and communications-

Railways 30 )
Roads 100) 297 22 22
Ports and harbours 167) 8

Power 109 8 6
Industry 75 6
Social capital
Housing 47)
Health 132) 375 28 27
Educati'on 196 )

Total

1,359 102 100

S -ilient Facts about the Prog ramme

:~q riculturo : At present, 3,250,000 acres are under cultivation and
It has been estimated an area of equal size is potentially available .
Of the area now cultivated over 2,000,000 acres are devoted to the
production of tea, rubber, and coconut, leaving only about 1,000,000
^cras for food production . By 1957 it is planned to have under food
crops another 200,000 to 250,000 acres from which it is expecte d
to get 75,000 tons of rice annually .
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Projects for land development either now under
way or proposed include : the damming of the Gal Oya in
the Eastern Province, which is being carried out under
the direction of United States engineering firms, and
from which it hopes to irrigate 100,000 acres now under
jungle, and to improve 30,000 acres already cultivated
so that two crops may be harvested instead of one as at
present . A sirailar project at Huruluwewa'is to provide
water for 10,000 acres of paddy land and 6,000 acres for
garden crops, Another project, the damming of the
4Valawe Gamga is to be started in 1952, and this will
irrigate 40,000 acres of new land, to ensure supplie s
of water to 13,000 acres of existing paddy land and to
produce 10,000 kilowatts of electric power .

Transport : The Port of Colombo, which is important not
only to the communications of the Island itself but also
as an important centre of sea communications to all parts
of the world, is to be developed .

Power : The first stage of the only hydro-electric scheme
in the country is now almost completed. This will provide
an installed generating capacity of 25,000 kilowatts .
It is now proposed to commence the tvp further stages of
the scheme each of which will have a capacity of 25,000
kilowatts . A complementary projeot is the erection of
941 miles of transmission lines with 60 sub-stations .
With the completion of the multi-purpose agricultural
projects additional power will become available .

Industry : Ceylon has little manufacturing industry, but
projects are now being developed for the processing of
local agricultural products and raw materials . Under
the coconut oil project, which is one of the more impor-
tant of those proposed, about 3,800 tons of lotir-grade oil
will be available from the extraction of oil cake by the
continuous solvent process . It is expected to produce
annually about 800 tons of glycerine, 4,800 tons of fatty
acid, 50,000 tons of cattle and food and 1,000 tons of
lauryl alcohol . A fertilizar project is designed to produce
80,000 tons of .ammonium sulphate and 35,000 to 45,00 0
tons of superphosphate . Other projects include the manu-
facture of caustic soda, the exploitation of the large
deposits of ilmenite and the refining of locally produced
sugar-cane .

Social Capital : The part of the progrPmme allo .̀ted t o
social investment is devoted largoly to schools and hospitals,
and in a lesser degree to housing . It is most importan t
to maintain the high educational standard which has led to
70 per cent literacy in the country . To do this, there
must be considerable rebuilding . Hospital capacity is to
be doubled ; at present the capacity is 2 .7 beds to every
thousand of population compared with the standard generally
accepted in Western countries of 15 beds to every thousand .
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THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES OF THE FEDERATION
OF MALAYA, SINGA PORE, NORTH BORNEO iiND SARAWAK

Population: The combined population of these territories is near-
ly 7,000, 000, of whom over 5,000,000 live in the Federation of
Malaya and 1,000,000 in Singapore .

Nature of the Territories : Apart from Singapore the territories
are predominantly agricultural insofar as they are developed at
all, much of the area being thick jungle . Out of a total area
of 81 million acres, only about 6 million are regularly cultiva-
ted, the chief-crops being rubber (3,700,000 acres), rice (over
1,000,000 acres) and coconut (700,000 acres) . The other major
resources are the tin of Malaya and the oil of British Borneo .

Post-War Problems : All the territories suffered considerable
damage during the war, when they were under Japaneso occupation
for 32 years . The Japanese neglected the maintenance of any-
thing which did not contribute directly to their war effort, so
plantations were abandoned, machinery and buildings neglected,
education, public health and other services were not maintained .
The local governments and private enterprise have made great
progress with the task of rehabilitation, and the United Kingdom
Government hàv3 made available large sums by way of grants and
interest-free loans .

Basis and Objectives of the Pro grammes :

The four territories differ widely in their state of
development and the extent to which the tasks of rehabilitation
and restoration have been completed . In consequence the start-
ing points and the objectives of their programmes for economic
dovelopment differ . But the purpose common to them all is to
put in hand the most urgent projects vhaich will help to securo
the prosperity and social well-being of the peoples of the
territories, and to prepare the ground for further development .

.
Every effort is being made undor the development plans

to broaden and diversify the economies of these territories by
increasing the production of foodstuffs, especially rice, and
of other agricultural products such as palm oil and cocoa ,
and by stimulating manufacturing industries . NevertheleQs ,
it is clear that their economies will remain primarily dependent
on rubber and tin, the export of which will lârgely det©rmine
th©ir balance of payments position and their ability to earn
dollars . Vvbile the main investment in rubber and tin will be
by private enterprise, the Governments consider it necessary
and urgent to help the improvement of rubber production by the
smallholders who cannot command the finance available to the
large estntes .

The development programmes of the public authorities in
the four tetritories are estimated to cost altogether about
Tn107 million . This excludes private investment, of which no
roliablo estimate .can be made but which is likely to be of
considerable importance .
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An analysis of the public authoritiest programme is given
in the following table :

Feder- Sing- North Sara- Total 1, •Per-
ation a pore Borneo wak Million centage

;,griculture
Transport and
Communications
Fuel and Power
Industry
Social Capital

10.9 0.4 1.0 0 .7 13 .0 12 . 1

10.8 7.1 1.7 1.5 21.1 19.5
10 .0 9.9 - 0.2 20 .1 18 .7
0.2 - - - 0.2 0.2

12 .8 35 .6 2.5 2 .1 53.0 49 .5 '

Total 44 .7 53.0 5.2 4.5 107.4 100.0

The Federation of Malaya Plan :

This plan aims primarily at expanding the national income
by improving agricultural efficiency, by diversifying the economy
and by providing more electricity and better communications .

Much of the rubber production comes from smallholdings the
output of which could be greatly increased if the old trees could
be replaced with higher yielding types . The smallholders cannot
however engage in this rebuilding without financial assistance
since it takes a newly planted treo 7 years before it begins to
yield. The Government proposes to help them in a variety of ways
including the planting of now land with high yielding trees, and
resettling the smallholders when the new trees come into production .

At present the Federation produces only about 40 per cen t
of the 1,000,000 tons of rice a year needed for itself and Singapore .
The yield per acre is low but will be increased by irrigation,
drainage, and protection against pasts and the introduction of
bettor strains . It also proposed to open up now rice land. It i s
cloar,howover, that it will continue to be necessary to import
large quantities of riee to meet the nseds of the population .

The generation of electricity must be increased to mee t
the growing demand . During the period of the plan ,it is intended
to start a number of hydro-electric schemes and to complete a
grid. t. considerable development of all forms of communication
is necessary on security as well as on economic grounds .

An increase expenditure on social services is necessary .
This applios particularly to education, which is essential as
wsonso of common citizenship, is to be developed among the
very mixed population : nearly 50 per cent of the population is
Malay, over 38 per cent Chinese and nearly 11 per cent Indiana,
Ceylonose and Pakistanis .
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The Singapore Plan : Singapore which is little more than
200 square miles is one of the great ports of the world .
It lives mainly by trade ; there is also some manufacturing,
but relatively little agriculture . The plan reflects these
facts, harbour facilities and an international airport
built .

An increase in the generation-of electric power
will assist the development of local industries . The
substantial expenditure on social investment which is pro-
posed is considered by the Government as the more urgently
necessary since it represents a constructive measure against
terrorist influence . Large amounts are to be spent on
education, health services and water supplies . Over crowd-
ing is very serious and it is estimated that it will be ne-
cessary to house over a million people .

The North Bornéo Plan : North Borneo has by no means
fully made good the heavy damage suffered during the
war. Hence a large part of the plan covers the re-
construction of buildings, ports and harbours, and rail-
way equipment . The plan also provides for the improvement
of agriculture, for better communications, and for some
expansion of social services . '

The Sarawak Plan : Sarawak, like North Borneo, has, a
small and unevenly distributed population . Communica-
tions, are to be improved . Agriculture is to be assisted
by substituting wet paddy cultivation for hill paddy
cultivation, which is wasteful and is causing soil ero-
sion. Geological, timber and fishery surveys are to be
undertaken as an indispensable preliminary to further
development of natural resources . There is to be some
expansion of social services .

Brunei : Brunei is a small protected state situated
between North Borneo and Sarawak . Largely due to oil
royalties, its financial resources are sufficient to
enable it to carry through its development progràmme,
but it is boing hampered by shortage of technical staff .


